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ABSTRACT 
 
We built several models capable of recognizing seven        
basic emotions (happy, sad, angry, afraid, surprise,       
disgust, and neutral) from facial expressions. Using the        
FER-2013 dataset of labeled headshots, we achieve       
45.95% test accuracy using an SVM and 66.67% using         
a CNN; on the CK+ dataset, we achieve 98.4%         
accuracy. We then transferred the skills learned on        
static images into a real-time emotion recognition       
system, which continuously detects faces from a video        
feed and classifies the predominant emotion of the        
individual. Though the real-time system can reliably       
classify some of the seven emotions, more work is         
necessary to build a robust real-time system that        
performs outside of laboratory conditions. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
We tackled the problem of recognizing the emotion of a          
person from an image of their facial expression. First,         
we built models capable of recognizing seven emotions        
(happy, sad, angry, afraid, surprise, disgust, and       
neutral). Given static, cropped headshots, our model       
would output a probability distribution over emotions of        
the pictured individual. Next, we transferred the skills        
learned on static datasets to implement a real-time        
emotion classifier. Using a webcam video feed, we built         
a system to continuously detect faces, extract, crop, and         
grayscale the face region, and classify the emotion of         
the person.  

 

II. DATASET AND FEATURES 

 
We used two main datasets to train our models:         
FER-2013 and CK+ (extended Cohn-Kanade).  
 
The FER-2013 dataset consists of 28,000 labeled       
images in the training set, 3,500 labeled images in the          

development set, and 3,500 images in the test set. Each          
image in FER-2013 is labeled as one of seven emotions:          
happy, sad, angry, afraid, surprise, disgust, and neutral,        
with happy being the most prevalent emotion, providing        
a baseline for random guessing of 24.4%. The images in          
FER-2013 consist of both posed and unposed       
headshots, which are in grayscale and 48x48 pixels. The         
FER-2013 dataset was created by gathering the results        
of a Google image search of each emotion and         
synonyms of the emotions. 
 
The CK+ dataset has a total of 5,876 labeled images of           
123 individuals. Out of these images, we used 4,113         
images for training, 881 for dev, and 881 for test. Each           
image is labeled with one of seven emotions: happy,         
sad, angry, afraid, surprise, disgust, and contempt.       
Images in the CK+ dataset are all posed with similar          
backgrounds, mostly grayscale, and 640x490 pixels. 

 
Though the FER-2013 and CK+ database both have        
similarly labeled emotions, we found when developing       
our model that it was very easy to achieve extremely          
high accuracies on the CK+ dataset (as opposed to         
FER-2013). This is most likely because the CK+ dataset         
was posed, had fewer individuals and less diversity than         
FER-2013. Therefore, we focused more on improving       
our model’s performance on the FER-2013 dataset, as        
the wider range of unposed images more closely        
reflected the images we would see when transferring the         
skills over to real-time. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

A. STATIC IMAGES 
There has been a decent amount of work done on          
emotional recognition in static images so we were able         
to draw on a few different papers for information on          
best practices and ways to improve our model. First,         
there were two projects from previous offerings of CS         

 



229 that helped us start to formulate what our project          
would be and gave us a starting point for emotion          
recognition. [3][10] These two papers did a good job of          
laying the groundwork for our project by delving deeply         
into what advantages and disadvantages SVMs and       
CNNs bring to emotion recognition. Additionally, the       
main dataset we used, FER-2013 was created as a part          
of a larger project that included a competition for         
Kaggle.com. [2] We were able to look to that project to           
understand the dataset and what sort of results we could          
hope to achieve. In particular, the winner of the         
competition achieved a test accuracy of 71% by        
cleverly implementing a CNN with an output layer that         
fed into a linear SVM. [14] 
 
We also explored previous work on the CK+ dataset to          
validate our high accuracy on the dataset. We found that          
the state of the art SVM model achieves an accuracy of           
99.7% on CK+ and concluded that our accuracy of         
98.4% was therefore reasonable. [8] 
 

IV.  METHODS/EXPERIMENTS 

A. SVM 
The first model that we tried was sklearn’s one vs. one           
(OVO) SVM with an rbf kernel. [11] To establish a          
baseline, we first used raw, grayscale pixel values as the          
features for the SVM. With this combination, we        
achieved an accuracy that barely surpassed the method        
of choosing the most common emotion every time. We         
could only train on the first 5,000 training examples         
using this method as training the model took too long.  
 
Next, we tried scaling the pixels so that each image had           
a mean pixel value of 0 and a variance of 1 and used the              
scaled pixel values as our new features. This improved         
our accuracy to close to 40%. However, we still had          
issues training the model within a reasonable time        
period, which stopped us from using more than the first          
5,000 training examples.  
 
We then used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to        
attempt to isolate the most important components for        
our analysis. Reducing the dimensionality of the images        
allowed us to use the full training set. We experimented          
with different numbers of components, ranging from 10        
to 250. We found that the best accuracy was with 25           
components, where we were able to reach a test         
accuracy of 43%. 
 
We then read a paper that argued for the use of one vs.             
all (OVA) SVM’s in emotion recognition and decided        

to use sklearn’s linear kernel SVM. [5] [11] We         
repeated the process of trying raw pixels and scaled         
pixels as features and PCA to limit the top components          
but were only able to achieve a maximum dev set          
accuracy of 34.77 % 
 
We finally tried using Histogram of Oriented Gradients        
(HOG) to describe the distribution of gradients and        
edge directions in the images before processing them.        
The idea behind using HOG is that different emotions         
would have different and distinct gradients, particularly       
around the mouth and eye areas. While HOG did not          
significantly help with the accuracy of the OVO SVM,         
it bumped the accuracy of the OVA classifier up to our           
highest SVM accuracy of 45.95% 
 

B. CNN 
We evaluated both a variety of preprocessing       
techniques as well as several model architectures,       
ultimately developing a custom CNN model capable of        
attaining near-state-of-the-art accuracy of 66.67% on      
the FER-2013 test set. 

For preprocessing, we experimented with centering      
(i.e., subtracting mean) and scaling data. We found it         
generally helpful to subtract the mean found in the train          

distribution from all sets    
before training/evaluating.  
While scaling was helpful    
with SVMs, it did not help in       
a CNN model. We also     
implemented data  
augmentation: we randomly   
rotate, shift, flip, crop, and     
sheer our training images.    
This yielded about a 10 p.p.      
increase in accuracies. 

We implemented several   
CNN architectures from   
papers applying emotion   
recognition to these and other     
datasets. Ultimately, what   
yielded the best performance    
was our custom developed    
CNN architecture (left). 

Analyzing error in neural    
networks is infamously   
difficult. We analyzed our    
error across different classes,    
as well as by visual inspection      
of images we classified    

 



correctly and incorrectly. One early observation was       
that we fail much more at certain emotions (see         
confusion matrix), and that we were failing to classify         
images where it was necessary to rely on fine details in           
the images (e.g., small facial features or curves). Due to          
this, we increased the number of layers and decreased         
filter sizes to increase the number of parameters in our          
network, which had a clear effect in allowing us to fit           
the dataset better. This led to some overfitting, which         
we addressed by using dropout, early stopping around        
100 epochs, and augmenting our training set. Given        
this, we only start learning training set noise after         
achieving approx. 60% dev set accuracy; this is clear         
from plotting accuracy during training. This leaves us        
with some suggestions for future work, which largely        
focus on enabling increased parameterization of the       
network. 

V. RESULTS 

A. RESULTS ON FER-2013 DATASET 
 

Model Featurization/ 
Hyperparamet
ers 

Training 
Accuracy 

Dev 
Accuracy 

Test 
Accuracy
 1

SVM 
(OVO)  2

Scaled pixels 43.36% 38.61% 40.17% 

SVM 
(OVO) 

Scaled pixels 
PCA - 25   
comps 

56.70% 43.74% 43.18% 
 

Linear 
SVM 
(OVA) 

HOG  
(4,4) 
pixels/cell 

61.35% 44.99% 45.95% 

CNN Dachapally[4]
 3

53.88% 52.57% 52.38% 

CNN DeXpression 
[1]   4

72.25% 63.86% 61.63% 

CNN Custom model 90.11% 67.68% 66.67% 

 

1 This was a blind, holdout set. Results were retroactively computed           
for this set for benchmarking purposes only, never for model tuning. 
2 Due to computational limits, only trained on a subset of training            
data. 
3 The original paper does test on our datasets. Not subtracting mean            
worsened results. 
4 No mean subtraction; augmentation; extra dense (2048, 1024) and 
dropout (0.5, 0.25) layers before final softmax. Mean subtraction 
produced inferior results. Training for 200 epochs with Adadelta. 
Batch normalization was replaced with reasonable values of 
dropout.. Denser layer added to allow model to fit more closely. 
Interestingly, adding denser layers only improved 3-4 p.p of 
accuracy.  

Looking at our training accuracy vs. test accuracy, our         
relatively low variance shows that we avoid overfitting        
as long as we stop around 100 epochs. Training beyond          
that consistently results in overfitting. Despite that, our        
model suffers from high bias; increasing the parameters        
in our network did not lead to more overfitting, so long           
as it was counteracted by adding dropout. 
 

B. CONFUSION MATRIX 

 
*Confusion Matrix from FER-2013, Custom CNN 

Generated with visualization code from sklearn [11] 
 
Our precision is very high for Happy, Surprised,        
Neutral, and Angry. These are consistent with our        
qualitative observations using our real-time demo. Both       
precision and recall vary greatly by class. Precision is         
low for classes like Afraid; recall is high for classes like           
Happy. From visual inspection of the dataset, we notice         
that some emotion pairs -- Surprised and Afraid, or         
Disgusted and Surprised -- are quite similar, fooling        
even human subjects. 
 
D. Model Accuracy Over Training Period 

 
*Training on FER-2013, Custom CNN 

 



E. RESULTS ON CK+ DATASET 
We used a linear SVM with scaled pixel values to          
achieve a training accuracy of 99.59%, and a test         
accuracy of 98.47% on the CK+ dataset.  
 
F. Real-Time Classification 
We used OpenCV’s Haar cascades to detect and extract         
a face region from a webcam video feed, then classified          
it using our CNN model. We found it best to neither           
subtract the training mean nor normalize the pixels in         
the detected face region before classifying it. Real-time        
classification better exposed our model’s strengths:      
neutral, happy, surprised, and angry were generally       
well-detected. Illumination was a very important factor       
in the model’s performance. This suggests that out        
training set may not truthfully represent the distribution        
of lighting conditions. 
 

VII. DISCUSSION 

 
On the CK+ dataset, with a small number of models in           
posed, centered photos, and with good lighting, we        
achieve a test accuracy of 98.4%. We used a linear          
SVM to achieve this accuracy and while it is very high,           
it is in line with what other papers suggest achieve. [8]           
Despite this high accuracy, we decided to focus our         
efforts on the FER-2013 dataset as we believe it to more           
accurately reflect real-time conditions due to its       
automatically captured, non-posed photos.  
 
On the FER-2013 dataset, we achieve a test accuracy of          
66.67% with our best CNN. We are satisfied with this          
accuracy as the top score on the Kaggle competition         
using this dataset achieved an accuracy of 71%.        
Furthermore, human scores on the FER-2013 are       
accuracies of 65% +/- 5% further showing that our         
model is very accurate on static images. [2]  
 
Due to the nature of real-time classification, it is hard to           
get a definitive metric of our real-time system’s        
accuracy. Our system reliably classified some emotions       
(the most reliable classification being happy), but       
struggled when lighting conditions changed, or      
backgrounds were noisy. Though we tried training on        
FER-2013 to better reflect real-time data, conditions       
like lighting in real-time differed from static images,        
making it hard for our program to transfer over skills          
learned on static databases.  
 

It is worth mentioning that when we displayed the top          
two most likely classifications during real time       
recognition, our performance increased significantly.     
This indicates that one challenge that real time emotion         
recognition faces is that the features of different        
emotions are very similar, and more analysis on ways to          
separate similar emotions may be warranted. 
 

VIII. FUTURE WORK/CONCLUSION 

 
For continued work on this project, we believe there are          
two major areas of focus that would improve our real-          
time emotion recognition system. First, we suggest fine        
tuning the architecture of the CNN used for the model          
to fit perfectly with the problem at hand. Some         
examples of this fine tuning include finding and        
removing redundant parameters, adding new parameters      
in more useful places in the CNN’s structure, adjusting         
the learning rate decay schedule, adapting the location        
and probability of dropout and experimenting to find        
ideal stride sizes.  

 
A second area of focus lies in adapting the datasets to           
more closely reflect real-time recognition conditions.      
For example, simulating low light conditions and       
“noisy” image backgrounds, could help the model       
become more accurate in real-time recognition.      
Additionally making sure that the distribution of models        
in the training dataset accurately reflects the distribution        
of subjects that the system will see when running in          
real-time. We noticed that our real-time recognition       
demo tended to perform better on caucasian males than         
it did on other races or genders. We believe this is in            
part due to a skew in the training data towards white           
males and a more balanced dataset might be able to          
correct this skew.  
 
Overall, our models achieve state-of-the-art results on       
CK+, and are within 3 p.p. of doing so on FER-2013           
with a much simpler CNN architecture. More work is         
necessary to make the real-time system robust outside        
laboratory conditions, and it is possible that a deeper,         
more finely-tuned CNN could improve results. 
 

CODE 
https://github.com/gsivesind/229-project 
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